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AAA Institute Adopts PMI®-AGC’s  
PMP® in 28 Days Exam Preparation Guide 

AAA Institute Launches new PMP® Curriculum 
 

Canoga Park, California: AAA Institute, a leading BPPE approved training 
provider headquartered in California, is now using PMI®-AGC’s PMP® in 28 
Days Exam Preparation Study Guide in its well acclaimed project management 
curriculum.   
 

“The role of projects is receiving increasing global attention,” said Mr. Hashim Al -
Rifaai, President of PMI®-AGC.  “We are delighted that AAA Institute’s 
leadership tram has decided to utilize PMP® in 28 Days as the leading study 
guide to prepare participants for careers in project management.”  Mr. Al- Rifaai 
went on to state that PMP® in 28 Days will provide AAA Institute’s participants 
with a holistic view that focuses on how projects contribute to the strategic goals 
of their organization.  
 

“PMP® in 28 Days delivers concrete support to participants preparing for the 
renown PMP® certification,” said Dr. Hasnain Rizvi, CIO and Director of 
Education at AAA Institute. “As Lead Author of this book, I assure you that PMI®-
AGC’s distinguished team, under the leadership of Mr. Al-Rifaai, has produced a 
guide that provides clarity to complex concepts utilizing innovative diagrams and 
natural language.”  
 
 



   

About PMI®-AGC: Project Management Institute (PMI®)-Arabian Gulf Chapter 
(AGC) is the regional segment of PMI®, the world’s largest not-for-profit 
membership association for the project management profession. PMI® is 
headquartered in the US and PMI®-AGC operates in The Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain and Oman. 
 

About AAA Institute: AAA Institute, founded in 2007, creates value for clients 
by helping them build their talent capital. AAA Institute is dedicated to providing 
participants with the highest quality vocational training and industry leading 
professional certification programs. AAA Institute is one of the fastest growing 
postsecondary institutions in California operating its main campus in Canoga 
Park, as well as three Southern California satellite campuses in El Monte, 
Camarillo, and Los Angeles. 
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